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Abstract Sex education and conversations about intimate relationships are generally regarded to be important
and can contribute to young women’s positive or negative reproductive health development and general
well-being. The findings contained in this article suggest that in a resource poor South African township,
mothers and their daughters struggle to initiate and conduct meaningful discussions about sex. These
discussions are often framed in terms of possible negative consequences of intimate relationships, such as
unplanned pregnancy, dropping out of school, or possible Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) infection. However, these discussions are clearly not altogether effective as several young research participants
had an unplanned baby. Emotional aspects that are normally associated with intimate relationships are
missing from the mother-daughter conversations.
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the Mangaung Municipality of Bloemfontein. Four

cussed in a team of multilingual researchers in or-

a consequence of an event such as the first men-

these changes. Lizzy was shocked to discover blood

Black African mothers and five daughters were re-

der to find the best and most meaningful English

strual bleeding, a pregnancy, a diagnosis of sex-

on her underwear:

cruited with the assistance of a social worker from

translation.

ually transmitted disease (STD), or in the context

a non-governmental organization working with

of the HIV pandemic. From the interviews with

I was fifteen. I was in the streets playing; when I got

women in this area. Other than having a daughter

The interviews are thematically analyzed. Follow-

mothers and their daughters, we glean that the

to the toilet, I saw this red thing on my underwear.

(biological, adopted, or foster) there were no oth-

ing multiple readings of all transcripts, themes and

flow of their conversations about intimacy is ham-

“Mom, what the hell is this?” She was like: “No,

er inclusion criteria for the mothers. The daugh-

subthemes within and across the transcripts—first

pered, resembling a monologue with little recipro-

man, you are getting older, you are growing up. It

ters had to be between the ages of 18-22 years,
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cal, conversational qualities, and best described as

shows that you are becoming a woman. So, do this,

and living in the same household as their moth-

and then across the mothers and their daughters—

didactical efforts in as far as the mothers talking

do that, don’t play with boys, don’t eat eggs, don’t

ers. The age restriction is for two reasons: One, to
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at rather than with their daughters. Delius and
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communication exposure than those younger than

alities and everyday experiences (Braun and Clarke

structive discussion.

18 years.

2006:80). Subsequent analytical processes involve

Phaphama also recalls her mother’s words: “Do

the interpretation of identified themes, examining

As we pointed out earlier, sexual coercion, vio-

not drink milk and don’t eat eggs when I have my

In-depth, semi-structured interviews were con-

the differences and commonalities between themes

lence, teenage pregnancy, HIV/AIDS, and STDs

periods.” African folk wisdom considers milk,

ducted in isiZulu, isiXhosa, or English, depending

and between the participants’ responses, and link-

are serious concerns, and a mother fears that her

eggs, and peanuts fertility-boosting foods and its

on a participant’s language proficiency. Individual

ing interpretations to the literature. To protect the

own history (for example, unwanted pregnancy at

consumption should be avoided during menstru-

interviews were conducted in a location selected

identity of our research participants, we have used

a young age) will repeat itself. This often shapes

ation. The advice given to Lizzy and Phaphama

by the participant. The mothers and their daugh-

pseudonyms throughout the article.

the content of the conversations and the focus is on

contributes little to their understanding of what

partner choice, HIV/AIDS, and pregnancy. These

is happening to their bodies and how or why this

conversations, however, often remain superficial

should alter their interactions with boys, which is

and frame sex and intimate relationships in a par-

left unexplained. The transition to womanhood is

ticular way—highlighting the perils of having sex

explained in simple terms without elaborating on

ters were interviewed in separate conversations.
To allow for honest conversation and to protect
their privacy, care was taken that none of the par-

Sex Talk between Mothers and Their
Daughters

ticipants could overhear the individual interviews
with the researcher. Follow up phone calls or face-

As in any relationship, mothers and their daugh-

and the possible negative consequences thereof.

what becoming a woman might mean and what it

to-face conversations were carried out where any

ters converse frequently about inconsequential,

The absence of discussing emotions, and the mean-

is to be a woman in personal, relational, cultural,

clarifications were needed. The first author tran-

mundane topics, but as indicated in the literature

ings of love and commitment in relationships, is

or societal terms. Instead, warnings are uttered,

scribed the interviews verbatim in the language in

(Miller and Hoicowitz 2004; Phetla et al. 2008; Bas-

very noticeable.

restrictions put in place, and abstinence from sex

which the interview was conducted before trans-

tien, Kajula, and Muhwezi 2011; Iliyasu et al. 2012;

lating the transcripts into English. It is beyond the

Chikovore et al. 2013) there are often barriers to

Hormonal Changes or Don’t Eat Eggs or Peanuts

quently described as a confusing, frightening, dis-

scope of this article to elaborate on linguistic nu-

initiating a conversation about sex and intimacy.

and Don’t Drink Milk

tressing, and awkward experience because these

ances and issues of translation and its complexi-

Veiled in secrecy, embarrassment, shame, guilt,

ties other than to say that some passages have been

and awkwardness, a conversation on sex is often

Most of the young research participants were ill-pre-

cal developments is vague. Not all participants re-

cross-translated to check for accuracy. Words and

triggered only after watching an episode of a pop-

pared for hormonal changes, their first menstrual

veal to their mothers that they started menstruat-

expressions with ambiguous meanings were dis-

ular television program where sex was topical, as

bleeding, or for understanding the implications of

ing because they were unsure what their mothers
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would think or how they would react. Instead,

incongruent. The mothers associate “boyfriend”

These idealistic visions coexist and clash with their

ceit in order to maintain the relationships with her

they confide in their peers.

with a more permanent relationship, while the

daughters’ current relationships, often deemed

boyfriend and keep her mother happy. Another

daughters do not seem to have clear frameworks

less desirable by the mother. Rachel makes her sen-

young research participant, Thato, recounts how

for the concept of a boyfriend.

timents clear in the following excerpt:

she initiated a conversation to tell her mother1 of

A reference to fertility and conception is frequently

her previous boyfriend (her baby’s father):

used in association with the onset of menstruation:
Despite the fact that during adolescence relation-

I don’t like that one [daughter’s current boyfriend].

She [mother] would say there will come a time when

ships are often less permanent, the mothers envis-

First impressions are important, especially if you are

She [mother] was coming back from work and I said

you will see blood, and when you see blood, you

age an ideal and more permanent partner for their

not known to the girlfriend’s family members. It is

to her: “Do you know I’m in a relationship? He is my

must know that you will be able to conceive. [Thato,

daughters. They consider specific criteria, which

expected that your boyfriend be respectful when he

classmate, but I don’t know what kind of person he is

daughter]

include a good education to offer economic secu-

sees your mother. Now if he disrespects her in her

because he is quiet.” My mother said: “I want to see

rity, politeness, respect, and the capacity to make

own yard; if he comes here drunk, doesn’t speak in

him, it seems like you love him.” [Thato, daughter]

“Growing up” is the ambiguous term for the transi-

the daughter happy. A good education is rightful-

a proper manner to your mother, do you think your

tion to womanhood—a time that also has significant

ly linked to employment opportunities, indepen-

mother would like him? Do you think she will like

Here, too, the young woman is invited to introduce

cultural markers. It indicates a new status in the

dence, improved living conditions, and elevated

him? [Rachel, mother]

the boyfriend. Approval seems to be an import-

young woman’s life and, traditionally, she is ready

social status. But, the daughters’ boyfriends rarely

for marriage. The mothers’ messages to their daugh-

match these ideals and so their relationships cause

Rachel disapproves of her daughter’s current boy-

both Thato and Letty’s cases, the mother expresses

ters following menarche are dichotomous: from in-

tension between mothers and daughters. Caroline

friend because he turned up drunk, unruly, and

a wish to meet the boyfriends to assess their suit-

nocence to corruption, from purity to impurity. It is

(mother) says:

disrespectful. A substance abuser is considered

ability and worthiness. Thato, perhaps, hopes for

an unsuitable partner for her daughter and such

some guidance from her mother because her boy-

also strongly associated with danger and risk, such

ant process in legitimizing the relationships. In

as pregnancy or HIV infection. The mothers’ stance

I wish they [referring to young girls] could find some-

a relationship is met with strong disapproval. Letty

friend is quiet, or she might consider this as a de-

is often strongly rooted in their own, often negative

one who is educated, who is working, a quiet person,

(daughter) demonstrates how her mother initiated

sirable attribute that could please her aunt. Mothers

intimate relationship experiences. The mothers fear

who doesn’t drink, who doesn’t smoke nyaope [South

the meeting with Letty’s boyfriend:

and their daughters’ values and viewpoints do not

that their daughters will mimic their life with little

African street drug: a mixture of marijuana, heroin,

or no education, few opportunities to improve their

antiretroviral drugs, and Ratex (rat poison)]. He must

“Letty, this Tsepho, is he your boyfriend?” At first

pose their values on their daughters, this may not be

socio-economic position, and an inability to move

be a respectable man.

I was too shy to admit it. Like: “Aah...ya he is my boy-

regarded to be the best outcome for the daughter, as

friend.” Then she was like: “I want to meet him.”

Thato illustrates:

forward because of getting caught up in abusive and
coercive relationships.

always match. Although the mothers attempt to im-

Caroline lists the desired and undesired traits,
which are likely to be based on past experiences

Letty did not volunteer information about her boy-

I keep telling her that I found someone, but she [moth-

with her daughter’s or her daughter’s peers’ boy-

friend because she felt shy, and perhaps unsure

er] gets angry! She says: “What about Bongani’s [her

friends. A man who respects his elders, and espe-

and embarrassed because she knows that she acts

baby’s] father? I don’t dispute that he did you wrong,

The conversations about boyfriends are mostly

cially his partner’s mother, is considered worthy

against her mother’s wish for her to desist from

but you must forgive him. I like Bongani’s father and

characterized by tension between the mothers and

of the daughter’s affection and it is assumed that

or at least delay dating. Although Letty uses the

I will tell on you.” [Thato, daughter]

daughters. Particularly contentious is the selection

he will treat the daughter with the same respect.

word “shy,” this may conceal another reason why

of a boyfriend and the meaning of the term boy-

Qualities of an ideal partner for their daughters

she was not comfortable to share with her mother

friend. The meaning of the latter is often loose and

reflect notions of goodness, success, a non-user

that she has a boyfriend. Letty fears her mother’s

a mother and daughter’s understanding is often

of substances, respectfulness, and good manners.

judgment and disappointment and resorts to de-

Boyfriends and Sex
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Thato’s mother is in fact her aunt, who is sister to her late
mother. However, in some African cultures, like the Xhosa,
Zulu, Sotho, Swati cultures, your sisters’ children are said to
be also yours. The use of aunt is restricted to your brother’s
children.
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And this is confirmed by the mother about her

all reasoning because of her feelings for him. Pa-

This reaction does not invite a conversation and

In Caroline’s mind, there is little doubt that a sex-

thoughts on the daughter’s ex-boyfriend.

rental advice is rejected, contributing to tensions

alienates Letty from her mother. Questions remain

ual relationship will have negative consequences,

within the household that are brought about by the

unasked and unanswered and assumptions end in

resulting in either an unwanted pregnancy, becom-

I like him [previous boyfriend who is the baby’s

complex relationship between the mother and her

anger and frustration, preventing the opportunity

ing HIV infected, or worse still, both. A conversa-

father]. When they had him [the baby], they had

daughter.

to have an open conversation on intimacy and lov-

tion about condoms, the availability of condoms,

ing relationships. Vague and euphemistic messages

for example, in public places such as taverns, truck

a fall-out. When she had to come home, she gave
herself to that tsotsi [thug, dodgy, untrustworthy

Understanding Intimate Relationships

are unhelpful, unsettling, and alienating. Letty re-

stops, or clubs where high-risk behavior is preva-

character—the current boyfriend]. He’s a drunk

and the Danger of HIV Infection

counts that later her mother went to the boy’s home

lent (Society for Family Health 2015) is avoided.

to scream at him for deflowering her child, portray-

even, that vukuvuku [dirty looking thug]. Bongani’s
father comes here in fact. He knows how to greet,

The conversations between the mothers and their

ing her daughter as a victim and the boy as a perpe-

Rachel, a mother, highlights the importance of

ask about your health, he even asks to speak to Thato

daughters contained hints at sex, but frank discus-

trator. In her interview, Letty tells that the decision

testing for HIV when entering a relationship and

[daughter]...now you see a person like that. [Rachel,

sions about sex are avoided or remain rudimentary

to have sex was mutual, she was curious and want-

stresses that in order to prevent deception, both

mother]

and limited to cautioning about risky behavior and

ed to have sex for fun.

parties should be present when the results are re-

its possible negative consequences. Sex is portrayed

ceived. These concerns speak to broader issues of

The mother compares the two boyfriends, and jux-

in negative terms and the mothers tend to talk down

HIV and AIDS are prevalent, widespread, and dev-

trust within relationships, and how people can be

taposes the qualities of the current with those of

to their daughters rather than to engage in a mutual

astating conditions in South Africa and affect indi-

deceived into thinking their partners are HIV neg-

the ex-boyfriend. Rachel has the baby’s well-being

conversation that involves both parties. Thato says

viduals, families, and their communities. Thus, pre-

ative, while in fact they are in the window period

and upbringing in mind, and she considers the

that her mother:

venting their children from becoming HIV-infected

phase of the HIV life cycle.4

is foremost on every parent’s mind. All research par-

father’s involvement in the baby’s development,
including the benefits of financial and emotional

…talked to me about sex, that I shouldn’t open my

ticipants experience fear of becoming infected and

Go and test and make sure that you go in [consul-

support. The mother is explicit that she does not

thighs. This would happen [gestures with hands at

most participants share a story of a close relative’s

tation room] together. People don’t trust each other,

want her grandchild to have a tsotsi as a father

imaginary protruding tummy].

HIV status. HIV is mostly discussed in the context

we go in together to get tested, but when the results

of having unprotected sex, but the use of a condom

come, a person goes in alone, and you don’t know

figure. Bongani, the ex-boyfriend, fits the ideal
notion of a partner and father because of the way

Thato’s mother uses “thighs” as a reference to sexu-

to prevent HIV and STDs is rarely stressed. Ithuteng

what was said, right? When he goes in, they tell him

he conducts himself. The notion of partner choice

al intercourse; she is vague in her wording and ex-

tells of the fear-instilling words from her mother

he is HIV positive, and you are sitting outside. Then

and the daughter’s agency is illustrated here. Even

planation. Not heeding her mother’s advice, Thato

Caroline:

you go in, and they tell you: “You are OK.” When

though the mother did not approve of the daugh-

had an intimate relationship and fell pregnant.

he comes to you, he won’t tell you the truth, he will

ter’s choice of partner, the daughter decided to

Ousie2 [respectable word used for a female adult] Car-

ask you first. If you say you are OK, he will say the

date him anyway because of her negative feelings

Letty had her first sexual experience and her moth-

oline told me that if you have sex at a young age, you

same thing. So you enter the relationship with that

towards the father of the baby after he initially de-

er is displeased, annoyed, and exasperated. Letty

will get pregnant. You will be positive [HIV], Ousie

thing [that both tested negative], then that’s it when

nied paternity. People are guided by emotions and

recounts the moment she reveals her first intimate

Caroline tells us.

you relax. So I tell them that when they go test, they

feelings in decision-making processes (Douglas

experience:

and Johnson 1977:vii), and this is particularly true
in relationships and partner choice. Regardless of

The first time I had sex, she was angry at me: “Don’t

what the mother says about the daughter’s current

you ever do it, don’t you ever!” She was shouting at

boyfriend, she continues to date him, forsaking

me!
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3

must enter the room together, and when the results
The word Ousie is part of South African usage and originally refers to a Black woman who usually works as a maid.
However, as time has evolved, the word is now used as a title
of respect for women.

come out, if the sister asks, if she should disclose the

2

3

Ousie Caroline is Ithuteng’s foster mother.

After being infected, HIV tests usually detect HIV antibodies
3 to 12 weeks after the infection (AIDs Foundation of South
Africa 2014).
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results, say: “Yes, we are together.” Don’t sit outside.

engaging in sexual intercourse. She also endeav-

that she is worried that she, as the grandmother,

ture. Her ambition to become an engineer has been

[Rachel, mother]

ors to teach her that every action has consequences

would find herself in a position of child minding

squashed following her pregnancy. She is 20-years-

beyond the individual, affecting also the extended

or rearing. Despite the ubiquitous warning words

old, failed in grade 11, has a child, her friends are

This concerns broader issues and boundaries within

family—in particular grandmothers who then be-

by all mothers/caregivers about falling pregnant

ahead of her in school, and she is currently not at-

relationships, which in turn are culturally embed-

come heads of extended households.

at a young age, four out of the five daughters in-

tending school. These are some of the consequenc-

terviewed had babies. Three managed to contin-

es of being a teenage mother.

ded. It also addresses the protocols and processes of
clinics, ethical issues, and the rights of an individu-

Pregnancy

al. Such complex considerations may challenge and

ue with their education. From Thato’s excerpt, we
glean the difficult decisions teenage mothers have

These pregnancy narratives also include accounts

to make:

of paternity disputes. The relationships are often

test young people’s communication skills, but are

In keeping with findings in the literature (cf. Jew-

important and warrant transparent conversations

kes et al. 2001), mothers are also worried about the

and the caliber of mentoring that makes such con-

implications of falling pregnant at a young age.

I got pregnant in May and during May we were

sulting in absent fathers—perpetuating the pattern

versations possible.

They are in particular concerned that their daugh-

busy with exams. I wrote and finished my exams.

of the daughters, who also told of absent fathers.

ters miss educational opportunities and that a baby

When I finished, I went to Botshabelo. I had not

All research participants tell of family tragedies in-

adds to financial burdens experienced in already

told anyone [about the pregnancy], but other people

When I was pregnant, he didn’t want to talk about the

volving HIV/AIDS. April, for instance, talks about

cash-poor households.

kept saying things, like my teacher said: “What is

baby, so I decided to stop dating him. He wasn’t hap-

wrong with you?” Things like that, and I would say:

py. Have you seen when you tell a person that: “Hey,

I tell them that if you are in a hurry to be in a rela-

“There is nothing wrong.” I left when I finished my

I’m pregnant.” He was like acting up…He used to rent

tionship, you must know that you will get pregnant.

exams. When the schools opened...I didn’t go back

a place around here, right now I don’t know [where

I like sitting my daughter down and tell her about

And when you give birth, you must know wherev-

to school for a whole week. The following week

the father is]. He’s never seen her [baby], she’s three.

these issues. I tell her that two of my daughters—

er you go, even when you have to go to the toilet,

my friend called me and told me we were writing

[Diteboho, daughter]

her sisters—died because of HIV and they left their

you will take your child along. I told you that I want

[exams], I must come. So I went. Then I wrote. We

children behind. These children are left behind by

you to finish school. I don’t want a child. [Caroline,

were writing the final exams in December. My re-

Thato recounts that she and her boyfriend had made

their mothers because of their death from HIV. I tell

mother]

port came back and I had failed Math. In January,

a decision to have a baby only to be abandoned by

I gave birth. After I gave birth, I went back to school.

the very same boyfriend after she told him she was
pregnant.

the burden, pain, and loss associated with HIV/
AIDS:

her these things and I also tell her that when she has

casual with the father refusing responsibilities, re-

a boyfriend, they must use a condom at all times and

Caroline makes her stance explicit. Her ominous

The lady social worker said I shouldn’t be back at

never spend the night without. [April, mother]

words spell out the realities of having a baby at

school because my child is still an infant, therefore

a young age. Her words speak to various issues:

I can’t be enrolled for grade 12. I have to repeat grade

I would say, yes [the pregnancy was planned]. He

Grief, loss, sadness, and financial burdens are some

that a sexual relationship is associated with fall-

11 because I was not attending my classes properly.

wanted a child and I also wanted one…But, when

of the consequences of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, of

ing pregnant; that having a baby means around-

So I said: “I will see when I come back to school.”

I told him about it, he said: “It was not my child.”

which April has first-hand experience. She also ex-

the-clock commitments with the added burden

Because she was talking about my child, I will

[Thato, daughter]

pands on the burden of care on grandparents be-

of responsibilities, and that school is interrupted,

still decide when I will go back to school. [Thato,

cause of the death of a child or children and the

possibly discontinued, resulting in the forfeit-

daughter]

effects this has on the well-being of other family

ing of further educational opportunities. The last

members, in particular children. Embedded in this

comment, “I don’t want a child,” is ambiguous: it

Thato’s experience does not speak of a particularly

sibilities of caring and providing for a baby often

narrative is the goal to teach her daughter to take

can be interpreted that Caroline considers a baby

supportive education system for teenage girls with

fall exclusively on the mother and her family. The

responsibility and precautionary measures when

a liability for her daughter, but it could also mean

a baby, and this has implications for Thato’s fu-

mother-daughter narratives are imbued with fears
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of this added burden and this highlights and lo-

behaviors and bodies. And when one got pregnant,

of potatoes and a stick” and uses other evasive and

focus. All participants experienced levels of embar-

cates the difficulties between mothers and daugh-

they would know. And only then would they talk to

vague terms. Uncertainties and confusion remain,

rassment and unease, which stall the conversation

ters within their relationship. It also points to the

us. [Lorraine, mother]

and indicate a deep uneasiness when discussing sex

flow between mothers and daughters. Conversa-

and sexuality. Another mother talks about her be-

tions are not spontaneous and age-appropriate and

wilderment:

tend to occur only following a trigger such as the

external social factors within which individuals
and families exist and the ways in which histor-

Sex is shrouded in secrets and mystery. An edu-

ically difficult socio-economic factors shape their

cational conversation takes place post-event and

lives.

many mothers (research participants) fell pregnant

When I was young, they used to say to us: “When

cy. The daughters react with apprehension, suspi-

at a young age. The pattern of silence and teenage

you meet a boy, or when you sleep with a boy,” in-

cion, resentment, and at times hostility, when their

pregnancy is repeated, as the young research partic-

stead of saying: “When you have sex.” This left us

mothers initiate a conversation about sex. Both

ipants (daughters) attest. The mothers’ stories show

confused as we thought by sleep it means just shar-

parties are motivated by their own set of reasons

As we alluded earlier, the mothers’ understanding

resentment towards their own parents because of

ing a bed. We conceived children and nobody told us

for having these talks. The mothers consider their

of sex and sexuality is permeated with their own

the veil of silence and secrecy, and the resultant un-

about these things. My father used to say to us: “Men

daughters’ well-being, safety, health, educational

history, upbringing, and socialization. In their

planned pregnancies.

carry babies.” And we would ask ourselves: “How

and employment opportunities, while the daugh-

and what does my father mean by saying that?” We

ters focus mainly on dating and having fun. These

Mothers Lack Experience to Talk about Sex

conversations, the mothers frequently juxtapose

onset of the first menstruation, dating, or pregnan-

the past and the present—their own experienc-

It’s not the same with us. I did not know that when

saw men walking around, but they did not carry ba-

are unequal starting points for conducive talks on

es of sexual socialization and the task of educat-

you start menstruations, you can fall pregnant. And

bies. We only got to understand what he meant as we

sex and sexuality. Regardless, the daughters say

ing their daughters. From the mothers’ accounts,

that is the reason why I had a child at a young age.

were growing up and experiencing things: he meant

they would prefer being educated by their moth-

we can see that the conversations between them

[Dolly, mother]

that when you have sex with a man, then you will

ers because they are more trustworthy than peers

fall pregnant. [February, mother]

and friends. Talking about sex with their peers

end their own mothers did not educate them well
in terms of sex and intimacy. Friends, sisters, and

During our days, our parents never told us such

grandparents had always been more likely to be

things; we couldn’t talk to them about such things.

Concealing knowledge, misinformation about sex,

sex educators. Talking about sex was, and partial-

Only until you get raped and you don’t know what

or the use of fear tactics cause confusion and em-

ly remains—as we demonstrate—a topic that is not

you are supposed to do, or you get pregnant with an

barrassment, prevent open conversations, fail to

Set in the context of impulsiveness, coercive be-

freely discussed.

older man and you don’t say anything. I used to hide

prevent pregnancies, and have the potential to im-

havior, and reaction against risk taking, the moth-

these things from her. My mother never taught me

pede healthy sexual relationships. Questions about

ers and caregivers are apprehensive about their

It’s how we were raised. You see, this thing about

what I was supposed to do in those situations. That

sex and sexual experiences were more commonly

daughters’ interest in sex and sexuality. The po-

a person being pregnant. You never knew that when

is why I say: “It is important to attend the course in

shared with friends and peers who continue to be

tential for negative consequences of unprotected

we were growing up. When someone was going to

family matters, so that I can educate my children

important sources of information.

sex is serious and the prospect of a precarious life

give birth, they would send her far away…You didn’t

while they are still young.” [Dineo, mother]

and friends is more comfortable, but has a coercive

is real. The conversations between the two gen-

In Conclusion

know. [Terry, mother]

component: to engage in sexual activities.

erations are inhibited, unidirectional, and often
didactic. Warnings of negative consequences of

Dineo paints a grim picture of sexual violation
You know how things were when we were growing

accompanied by little understanding or support,

Talking about sex and intimate relationships with

having an intimate relationship are issued in the

up...You would never speak about such things to your

which motivates her to acquire tools to be better

young adults is important for a myriad of reasons.

hope of deterring the young women from having

mother. They [elder sisters] were responsible for us

prepared to educate her daughter. However, she still

However, just talking is not enough: in the moth-

sex. Research on African mothers indicates that

because they were constantly vigilant in regulating

finds it difficult to engage with her daughter on the

er-daughter conversations, we scrutinized, com-

they tend to take up the discourse of instilling fear

our behaviors. They saw the slightest changes in our

topic of sex: she describes male genitalia as “bags

munication was often lacking depth, clarity, and

and emphasize negative consequences as an in-
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Pre-Marital Pregnancy and Sex in Zimbabwe.” PLoS ONE

Jewkes, Rachel et al. 2011. “Gender Inequitable Masculinity

8(1).

and Sexual Entitlement in Rape Perpetration South Africa:

tervention strategy to curb sexual activity (Pluhar

cio-economic status influence these conversations

and Kuriloff 2004:316; Lesch and Kruger 2005:1077).

and model sexuality and sexual agency (Pluhar

Pregnancies and HIV/AIDS are often the mothers’

and Kuriloff 2004:318; Lesch and Kruger 2005:1078).

CIA [Central Intelligence Agency]. 2015. Country Compar-

preferred conversation topics. Pleasure, love, de-

Mothers and their daughters recognize the value

ison: HIV Prevalence Rate. Retrieved June 20, 2016 (https://

Lesch, Elmien and Lou-Marie Kruger. 2005. “Mothers, Daugh-

sire, and emotional aspects of relationships were

of discussing sex and intimate relationships in

www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/ran-

ters and Sexual Agency in One Low-Income South African

rarely considered. This reduces an intimate rela-

a society that experiences high rates of HIV and

korder/2155rank.html).

Community.” Social Science & Medicine 61(5):1072-1082.

tionship to an act devoid of meaning beyond sex-

AIDS, teenage pregnancy, and sexual violence.

Delius, Peter and Clive Glaser. 2002. “Sexual Socialisation

Makiwane, Monde and Zitha Mokomane. 2010. “South Africa

ual gratification. Sex, then, is associated with fear

Their attempts, however, are awkward and, con-

in South Africa: A Historical Perspective.” African Studies

Youths’ Higher-Risk Sexual Behaviour: An Eco-Developmen-

of being discovered, of falling pregnant, of becom-

sidering that four out of five daughters had an un-

61(1):27-54.

tal Analysis.” African Journal of AIDS Research 9(1):17-24.

ing infected, and is reduced to something dirty,

planned baby, the outcome of these conversations

unspoken, and clandestine—restricting women’s

is not favorable. Mothers’ efforts to discourage

Douglas, Jack D. and John M. Johnson, (eds.). 1977. Existential

Miller, Judi and Tova Hoicowitz. 2004. “Attachment Contexts

Sociology. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

of Adolescent Friendship and Romance.” Journal of Adolescence

attempts to explore and develop their sexuality in

their daughters from having a boyfriend were in

a positive way.

vain and safe dating was not promoted (see: Wood
and Jewkes 1998). The young women frame rela-

The mothers and their daughters are challenged

tionships in terms of companionship, trust, under-

to conduct open discussions on intimate relation-

standing, and love, regardless of bad experiences,

ships. The mothers’ own upbringing bears the

and the mothers’ prevailing perception is that rela-

marks of outdated cultural frames, discomfort,

tionships lead inevitably to pregnancy, lost oppor-

lack of knowledge, as well as silence and jokes

tunities, and financial burdens. It would be advis-

about sexual matters. And these issues are reflect-

able, then, for mothers to rather start conversations

ed in the communication with their daughters.

with their daughters from these more positive per-

History, race, class, gender, age, education, and so-

ceptions and desires.
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